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ABSTRACT
Advanced Networking is not an occasional part of the acronym of the ANNETTE Project, since at
the time in which the proposal was conceived the issue of networking with different actors in
nuclear E&T was really a quite relevant one. Later on, other priorities emerged that suggested
greater attention to be devted to other aspects. The present report summarises the actions
made and the results obtained to achieve the goals initially envisaged in relation to networking.
It is shown that ENEN is implementing networking mechanisms that are suggested to be
effective by most of the involved Stakeholders. These mechanisms are presently in place and
routinely operating.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Task 1.2 of the ANNETTE project is devoted to investigate mechanisms of advanced networking
in nuclear Education and Training. The inclusion of this task in the ANNETTE Proposal was
suggested by the reading of the SET Plan Roadmap for Nuclear E&T issued in 2014 [1], which,
together with the specific requests of the responded Euratom Call, inspired many of the ideas
at the basis of the proposal.
In that remarkable document [1], in addition to suggest the preparation of Masters of 60 ECTS
for Continuous Professional Development (CPD), being one of the key actions of ANNETTE in
WP2, WP5 and WP6, it was considered necessary to devote attention to the setting up of an
advanced networking described as in the snapshot below (Figure 1), drawn from page 32 of the
document:

Figure 1. Description of Advanced Networking in [1] page 32.

So, both ENEN (http://www.enen.eu/ ) and ENETRAP (https://enetrap.sckcen.be/en ) networks
were explicitly called into play to cooperate in setting up broader networking mechanisms. It is
also interesting to note the stress on lifelong learning and borderless mobility, something for
which efforts have been spent in different Work Packages of ANNETTE.
It must be anyway recognised that at the time in which the ANNETTE proposal was conceived
(from spring to autumn 2014) networking was intended with a broader meaning than suggested
by the SET Plan Roadmap for Nuclear E&T issued in 2014 [1]. In fact, ENEN and ENETRAP have
had already common interfaces and cooperation, e.g. in advertising each-other initiatives (see
e.g., https://enetrap3.sckcen.be/en/Searchresult?searchText=enen ) and in the participation of
members of the two Networks to both of them.
The accent in ANNETTE was therefore shifted to reaching the different actors in the world of
nuclear Education and Training, not only limiting to Nuclear Reactor Technology / Safety and
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Radiation Protection, the two fields of action typical of ENEN and ENETRAP, but to stimulate
cooperation in a broader sense, setting up mechanisms for sustainable networking.
As a consequence, the objectives of T1.2 in the DoA of ANNETTE were identified as follows:

Figure 2. Description of the task T1.2 from the DoA of ANNETTE.

It must be said that ENEN had at the time already a considerable number of Members (around
60) and that the initial stress of the “European Nuclear Engineering Network” (being the first
denomination of ENEN) on the aspects related to nuclear engineering had shifted to more
general “nuclear fields”. This allowed including also Radiation Protection and Waste
Management and Geological Disposal in the considered areas, leading to the present
denomination of European Nuclear Education Network, which appears more meaningful in this
respect. This was accompanied by the definition of the main mission of ENEN as “the
preservation and further development of expertise in the nuclear fields (NOTE!) by higher
Education and Training.”
Attempts to join the three mentioned sectors of nuclear E&T had been made at the time of the
ENEN-II project, which combined actions from the three fields by explicit request of EC at the
time of proposal preparation:

Figure 3. The merging of three different proposals in the ENEN-II Project
(from a presentation by the past-President Prof. Joseph Safieh at a NESTet Conference in 2008).

However, this attempt was not completely successful, since subsequent projects were carried
out in which E&T was dealt with separately for the three areas (e.g., ENETRAP-III, PETRUS-III and
ENEN-III).
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Nevertheless, signs of possible willingness of merging actions in nuclear E&T came from a
Meeting of MELODI (the Multidisciplinary Low-Dose Initiative, http://www.melodi-online.eu/ ).
In the Meeting of the MELODI Education and Training Forum in 2013 the former ENEN President
was invited to present scope and strategy of ENEN and to contribute to the internal discussion
of MELODI on the issue of cooperation with the Association (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Front-page of the ENEN Presentation at the MELODI E&T Forum 2013
and related agenda

This represented a stimulus to further consider the institutions involved in E&T in the field of
Radiation Protection for a deeper cooperation, managing the related interfaces.
A further stimulus to join was received from the group of institutions involved in Waste
Management and Geological Disposal. In particular, in the PETRUS-III project
(http://www.enen.eu/en/projects/petrus-iii.html ) Work Package 5 included provisions for the
long term sustainability of the PETRUS consortium by entering the ENEN Association. This
initiative was welcomed by ENEN that, in March 2015 at its General Assembly celebrated at Aalto
University in Finland, accepted as new members the Université de Lorraine, historical leader of
the Waste Management and Geological Disposal projects (PETRUS), and the Istituto Técnico
Lisboa, partner in PETRUS-II and III and in ENETRAP-II and III projects.
Finally, ENEN achieved awareness of a possible new role attributed to it by developments in the
field of the establishment of ECVET, the European system of Credits for Vocational Education
and Training. During the 3rd ECVET Seminar for the Nuclear Energy Sector (Hotel Nord Nuova
Roma, Rome, Italy, 12-14 November 2014) it was clear the need of identifying a supra-national
institution capable of supporting the ECVET implementation in the European Member States.
This role could be actually played by ENEN, provided that enough trust could be achieved by the
Association as a provider of certifications. This consideration, being matter of reflection for the
ANNETTE and the ENEN+ Projects and, recently, in the frame of just submitted AI ENEN+
proposal, suggests to gain trust also by involving a greater number of Stakeholders in the
Association. This is possibly the further frontier of the process of networking with respect to
what ENEN has been considering in the frame of ANNETTE.
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2

ELABORATING ON NETWORKING IN THE FRAME OF ANNETTE

The ANNETTE Consortium
A first aspect to be considered in relation to the contribution that ANNETTE has provided to
Advanced Networking is the composition of its Consortium. Since the start of proposal
conception, attention was explicitly paid to involve members of the Communities involved in the
three fields of Nuclear Technology / Safety, Radiation Protection and Waste Management and
Geological Disposal. The role of “coordination” embedded into WP1 was actually conceived for
putting together “again” these three communities, restarting an environment of strict
cooperation that, since the times of the ENEN-II project, had not yet taken place. The favouring
aspects mentioned in the previous chapter invited to do so and this result was explicitly sought
for in the selection of participants and in the planning of the activities.
In addition to this result obtained “by design”, two fortunate unforeseen events occurred during
the proposal preparation, represented by the request of joining by two additional groups:


the ESARDA Group (https://esarda.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ ), in particular, asked to participate in
the endeavour, bringing their specific expertise in the field of nuclear safeguards; the joining
of this group, whose constituting Institutions are represented in the logo of Figure 5,
enriched the offer of courses for the master and the summer school;



FuseNet (https://www.fusenet.eu/ ), the sister network of ENEN for Higher Education in the
field of nuclear fusion, also asked to adhere to the proposal, bringing as linked third parties
the University of Ghent, the Technical University of Eindhoven and the
Schoenfelder.Training Company; the specific subject proposed to be addressed in the
project was the “nuclearisation” of fusion, i.e., the process by which it is intended that
nuclear fusion should change from a discipline to be developed in qualified research
laboratories into a mature engineering and commercial reality.

Therefore, partly by design and partly because of the interest created by the proposal, the group
of participants grew constituting by itself a result of “advanced networking”. This way, the
proposed initiatives were going to benefit from an unprecedented multidisciplinary character
and from the variety of subjects that could be addressed by the different groups.

Figure 5. Logo of the ESARDA Group adopted to advertise the related courses

Work made for Milestone MS5
The roadmap established for WP1 in terms of results to be step-by-step reached during the
progress of the project envisaged a first milestone at month 12 (i.e., end of December 2016)
consisting in the elaboration of a written proposal for an effective interaction between relevant
E&T networks. The milestone was fulfilled by issuing on December 19th 2016 a report of the
Institution to which the Task Leader belongs (CIRTEN) [2], which is reported at the end of this
document as ANNEX I.
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The document, starting from the articles of the Statutes of the ENEN Association (at the time
under the French law) and recalling the history of the Association (mostly as done in the previous
chapter) suggested two possible mechanisms for allowing ENEN to achieve a considerable
networking potential:


the “integration route”, similar to what experienced in the case of the PETRUS Consortium,
with the joining of ENEN as Members of some of its participants;



the “coordination route”, similar to the one followed with FuseNet, with which a MoU for
cooperation was signed by the former-President of ENEN at Culham (UK) in February 2015.

These two routes were proposed as model, realistic procedures, already implemented within
ENEN and therefore fully feasible to make ENEN reach out the various organisations operating
for E&T in the nuclear fields and achieve an advanced networking.
The report also indicated possible actions to be performed during the project for reaching
advanced networking. The actions were:
1. connection with groups of course providers, to propose sustainable interactions;
2. interactions with Stakeholders, to identify needs in networking and involving them in
committees for releasing ENEN certifications;
3. organising special events on networking;
4. possibly, reconsidering the internal structure of ENEN for easing a sufficient independence
to groups joining ENEN by the “integration route”.
Concerning item no. 1 in the above list, the GENTLE Consortium was repeatedly contacted in
order to involve this previous EFTS project in the delivery of Courses for ANNETTE. This was
envisaged in the DoA of the ANNETTE project also on the basis of promising contacts had before
the start of the ANNETTE project, enthusiastically confirmed during its first phases. However,
notwithstanding the effort spent in contacting the members of the Consortium, it resulted finally
impossible to overcome some intervened difficulties during the time span of the project. Indeed,
networking is not always feasible in a straightforward way, whenever problems of economical
sustainability and intellectual property may arise.
Item no. 2 will be matter for the following section, where it will be dealt with in detail.
In relation to Item no. 3, networking events were envisaged in the project roadmap and actually
were organised as follows.


A first event was the ANNETTE Project Open Workshop @ NESTet 2016, Berlin, May 25,
2016, 13:40-15:30, in which a round table was organised having as Moderator, Mr. Jean-Pol
Poncelet, Secretary General of FORATOM and ENS and the following Panelists:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Prof. Walter Ambrosini, University of Pisa, Italy, Past President of ENEN, coordinator of the
ANNETTE project proposal
Ms. Satu Helynen, Vice President, Operations, VTT, Smart Industry and Energy Systems,
Finland, Vice president of the NUGENIA Association
Mr. Robert Geisser, Manager Training Department Germany and Talent Sourcing at AREVA,
Germany
Dr. Michèle Coeck, Head of SCK•CEN's Academy for Nuclear Science and Technology,
Belgium
Prof. John Roberts, University of Manchester, UK, Chairman of the SNETP ETKM working
group
Prof. Pascal Anzieu, Directeur, Direction des programmes et formations CEA/INSTN, France
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o
o
o
o

Mr. Keith Allen, Manager, New Plant Training; Operating Plants Business, Westinghouse,
USA
Mr. Massimo Flore, Scientific Project Officer, JRC EHRO-N, European Commission
Mr. Roger Garbil, Research Scientific & Technical Project Officer, Euratom Fission, European
Commission
Prof. Leon Cizelj, Head, Reactor Engineering, Jožef Stefan Institute, Slovenia, President of
ENEN Association

The workshop represented and interesting occasion to present the ANNETTE project and its
objectives, including the advanced networking. It was anyway too early to get conclusions
or receive suggestions for better networking practices.


A second and a third event were held in 2019, respectively as a Special Event before the
General Assembly of ENEN on March 28, 2019 (see ANNEX II) and at the FISA Meeting, held
in Pitesti, RO, in June 2019 (see ANNEX III). Though both the meetings were absolutely
interesting in providing reflections and prospective solutions for the problems encountered
by nuclear education nowadays, they were less rich in terms of indications about the
problems of networking. This is probably a sign that, also tanks to the actions already
performed by ENEN before and during ANNETTE, the problem of networking is considered
less relevant in the present scenario, in comparison to the considerable worries raised by
the difficult attempts to keep a sufficiently numerous and qualified nuclear workforce. This
justifies also the shift of the interest from the problems of coordination and networking in
the current ENEN+ project and in the submitted AI ENEN+ proposal; definitely the actions to
attract and retain students in the nuclear fields at all the levels (from secondary school to
PhD) are felt more urgent.

In relation to Item no. 4, the issue is believed to be under experimentation. The part of the
PETRUS Consortium included as a working group within ENEN is certainly benefitting of the
existence of the Association, as a legal structure providing sustainability to it, and enjoying a
sufficient freedom to organise future E&T actions, also under the aegis of ENEN. No specific issue
can be reported at the moment in regard and it is believed that this experiment represents a
successful win-win action for both PETRUS and ENEN.
Work made for Milestone MS6
This milestone was actually foreseen for month 24 in the project (i.e., within December 2017),
probably too early for the actual dynamics by which the ANNETTE project developed. The actions
envisaged was a consultation of Stakeholders about the different routes proposed for
networking. Completing this action within the scheduled time resulted impossible, also because
it was found too difficult to attract the attention of the Advisory Board and of the End-User
Group of ANNETTE on this aspect in an effective way within the prescribed time.
So, an appropriate occasion was waited for in order to raise the problem and discuss it. A first
such occasion was the celebration of the 15th Anniversary of the ENEN Association, held in
Brussels in the day before the General Assembly of 2018. Questionnaires were prepared and
were disseminated. However, they were not distributed as effectively as it should be done
because of last minute organisational reasons.
In order to repair to this problem, the issue was addressed in two ways:


questionnaires and a .ppt presentation were sent by e-mail to the two groups of
Stakeholders, asking for filling the questionnaires and returning them to the sender with
useful suggestions; the questionnaires are described in a CIRTEN report [3] to be mentioned
again;
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in the same e-mail message, a link was included to a videoclip more generally addressing
the structure of the “master” proposed under ANNETTE, also proposing the problem of
networking within ENEN; the video, containing quizzes, was conceived to send to the
organisation that prepared it (the University of Pisa) the answers related to questions on
the structure of the “master” and to the networking problems; the videoclip is still available
at the link:
http://www.dimnp.unipi.it/walter-ambrosini/For%20Stakeholders/For%20Stakeholders.html

Thanks to the combination of these two means, it was possible to achieve enough material (11
answers) to draw conclusions about the opinions of Stakeholders on networking mechanisms
within ENEN, notwithstanding the fact that the questions had to be put in a very simple way in
order to have an hope to get answers.
The resulting material is reported in the mentioned CIRTEN report [3], entirely made available
to the reader in ANNEX IV. Though the reader is referred to its direct reading for a detailed
description of the work, the Conclusions of this report are reported in a next chapter for the
purpose of shortly discussing them.
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3

PRESENT NETWORKING PRACTICES IN ENEN

According to its home page, ENEN has nowadays 77 Members, subdivided as in the
following list (extracted from the ENEN website on October 18th, 2019):
FULL MEMBERS:
1
Atominstitut der Oesterreichischen Universitaeten
2
Belgian Nuclear Research Centre
3
Ghent University
4
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
5
Université Catholique de Louvain
6
Université de Liège
7
Université Libre de Bruxelles
8
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
9
Westinghouse Electric Company
10
Risk Engineering Ltd.
11
CV Rez
12
Czech Technical University in Prague
13
University of West Bohemia
14
Aalto University
15
Fennovoima Oy
16
Lappeenranta University of Technology
17
AREVA
18
CEA/INSTN Centre d'Etudes de Saclay
19
European Nuclear Safety Training and Tutoring Institute
20
Institute Mines-Télécom Atlantique
21
Institute for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety
22
Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble
23
Institut Régional Universitaire Polytechnique
24
Institut Supérieur des Techniques de la Performance
25
Université de Lorraine
26
Institute of Nuclear Fuel Cycle, RWT Aachen University
27
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
28
Ruhr Universität Bochum
29
Schoenfelder.Training
30
Technische Universitaet Muenchen
31
Universitaet Stuttgart
32
Aristoteles University of Thessaloniki
33
Budapest University of Technology and Economics
34
Consorzio Interuniversitario per la Ricerca Tecnologica Nucleare
34
Polytechnic of Milan
34
Polytechnic of Turin
34
University of Bologna
34
University of Padova
34
University of Palermo
34
University of Pisa
34
University of Roma1 “La Sapienza”
35
ENEA
36
AGH University of Science and Technology
37
Instituto Superior Tecnico
38
National Institute "Horia Hulubei"
39
University Politechnica Bucharest
40
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
41
ARAO Agency for Radwaste Management
42
Jozef Stefan Institute
43
University of Ljubljana
44
CIEMAT
45
Technical University of Catalonia - Barcelona Tech
46
TECNATOM
47
Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia
48
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
49
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia
50
Chalmers University of Technology
51
INBEx
52
Royal Institute of Technology
53
Uppsala University
54
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne
55
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich
56
Delft University of Technology
57
Imperial College London
58
University of Birmingham
59
University of Central Lancashire
60
University of Manchester
61
Cardiff University
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UG
KUL
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VUB
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REL
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FENNOVOIMA
LUT
AREVA
CEA/INSTN
ENSTTI
IMTA
IRSN
INPG
IRUP
ISTP
ULR
INBK
KIT
RUB
ST
TUM
IKE
AUTH
BME
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
CIRTEN
ENEA
AGH
IST
IFIN-HH
UPB
STU
ARAO
JSI
UL
CIEMAT
UPC
TECNATOM
UNED
UPM
UPV
CUT
INBEX
KTH
UU
EPFL
ETH
DUT
ICL
UB
UCLAN
UM
CAR
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Vienna
Mol
Ghent
Leuven
Louvain-la-Neuve
Liege
Brussels
Brussels
Brussels
Sofia
Prague
Prague
Pilsen
Helsinki
Helsinki
Lappeenranta
Paris
Saclay
Fontenay-aux-Roses
Nantes
Fontenay-aux-Roses
Grenoble
Saint Etienne
Saint Etienne
Nancy
Aachen
Karlsruhe
Bochum
Köln
Munchen
Stuttgart
Thessaloniki
Budapest
Pisa
Milan
Turin
Bologna
Padova
Palermo
Pisa
Roma
Rome
Cracow
Lisbon
Bucharest
Bucharest
Bratislava
Ljubljana
Ljubljana
Ljubljana
Madrid
Barcelona
San Sebastián de los Reyes
Madrid
Madrid
Valencia
Goteborg
Bälinge
Stockholm
Uppsala
Lausanne
Zurich
Delft
London
Birmingham
Preston
Manchester
Cardiff

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS:
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Tokyo Institute of Technology
University of Fukui
RosatomTech
National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
Tomsk Polytechnic University
Odessa National Polytechnic University
V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University

TokyoTech
FUKUI
RosatomTech
MEPhI
TOMSK
ONPU
KKNU

Tokyo
Fukui
Obninsk
Moscow
Tomsk
Odessa
Kharkiv

IAEA
ENS
I2EN
UNENE
WNU
FUS
WFSJ
NUG

Vienna
Brussels
Saclay
Ontario
London
Europe
Montréal
Brussels

OECD-NEA

Paris

PARTNERS - INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

International Atomic Energy Agency
European Nuclear Society
International Institute for Nuclear Energy
University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering
World Nuclear University
Fusenet
World Federation of Science Journalists
Nugenia
Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development

Some of these members have a MoU, some others decided to join the Association by an
explicit request of membership that can be proposed as described at
http://www.enen.eu/en/about/enen-membership.html
As it can be seen by the increased number of Members with respect to time at the start
of the ANNETTE Project, the actions of the Association continue to involve in different
ways new Members and touch new fields of action. Two recent examples of coordination
of ENEN actions with international bodies and Institutions are presently visible on the
landing page of the Association, being the recently signed MoUs with OECD-NEA (Figure
6) and the one with Rosatomtech (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Picture of the signature of the MoU with OECD NEA from the ENEN website

Figure 7. Picture of the signature of the MoU with Rosatomtech from the ENEN website
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4

ENEN PRACTICES AND SUGGESTIONS BY STAKEHOLDERS
The text of the Conclusions of the report in reference [3] are here used (in Italics) to
list the main suggestions received from the 11 answers proposed by the Stakeholders
who sent their questionnaires.
1.

“Answer #1 approves the two different routes, warning about keeping lively contacts with
the Bodies with which ENEN has MoUs;”

This recommendation has obvious practical implications. It must be noted that with the
present huge number of Members keeping lively contacts with each one of them may be
challenging. So, this suggestions is a reminder about the need to actively involve MoU
Members in ongoing actions. It must be noted that in recent ENEN projects and proposals a
clear capability of the Association to reach out to several organisations and involving them in
its action is apparent.
2.

Answer #2 suggests a “cooperation route” owing to the richness of the ENEN Association
in providing the service to identify the most competent persons or groups for some needs;
in this case, it seems to be suggested that ENEN should enhance is attractiveness as a
partner in E&T actions, also through the use of its database and, in case, of a repository of
course material;

This suggestion is precious. ENEN can be seen as a provider of different kinds of nuclear
expertise pooled from Europe to be routed to those needing it. This suggests possibly a new
role that may be included into the routine missions of the Association.
3.

Answer #3 proposes the possible difficulties in integration and suggests that both routes
should be used;

This suggestion substantially agrees with the two proposed routes (with a warning about
integration) and supports the present practices within ENEN.
4.

Answer #4 recommends that, on top of the two routes, a strong link with the industry,
platforms and end-users should be kept;

This answer actually reminds the privileged contacts that ENEN should have with platforms. In
this regard, it must be mentioned that NUGENIA is in the list of ENEN international partners.
We can also remind a recent common initiative held in cooperation with NUGENIA in relation
to PhD (see at the site http://www.nuclearenergy.polimi.it/enen-nugenia-phd-award/).
5.

Answer #5 just approves both the proposed routes;

This approval means support for the business as usual practice of ENEN.
6.

Answer #6 details the particular cases of cooperation with different bodies, considering
the two routes instrumental in different cases; it is anyway explicitly mentioned the extraEuropean cooperation with the regional networks AFRANEST, ANENT, LANENT and
STARNET.

The cooperation with IAEA and its regional networks is certainly very important and is kept
clearly in mind. A single regret can be expressed in this regard recalling that during the Grant
Agreement preparation of the ANNETTE project the opportunity to join an IAEA action, in the
form of a Coordinated Research Project closely related to the work envisaged in ANNETTE
(though not compromising the independence of the work made for EU), was denied by EC.
That denial certainly deprived the project of an additional and very powerful opportunity to
enhance networking at a worldwide level, though it did not deter the two organisations from
continuing their long lasting cooperation, formally started in 2009 and several times renewed
by ENEN Presidents.
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7.

Answer #7 provides a very useful indication in relation to a sector that may strongly benefit
of the services of ENEN, being the one of the small and medium enterprises: discussions
on this aspect are not new in ENEN and it is important to resume them, considering the
needs of this important part of the nuclear industry, needing qualified persons.

The recent revision of the level of membership fees for small Companies in ENEN can partly
ease this aspect. By the way, ENEN, already addressing several sectors of nuclear E&T (from
Secondary School to PhD levels and Continuous Professional Development) should open a new
internal front to cope with the needs of SME. This may be seen possible, but it is certainly to
be considered as a challenging effort.
8.

Answer #8 stresses the point of the economical sustainability of ENEN in its action, being
certainly a major issue, calling for adequate and continuing support from the EC side; the
observation ends with a question, whose answer is that, of course, the offer should be
aligned to the demand and, if possible, it should be also visionary enough to forecast the
future needs;

The economical sustainability of ENEN and of its actions is an issue related to its capability to
attract funding for E&T. In this regard, it is important that decision makers in the nuclear sector
value this aspect enough. The two mentioned events organised in 2019 in the frame of
ANNETTE were actually trying to stimulate in the different stakeholders the interest for
maintaining in Europe enough capabilities for deploying a sufficiently numerous and qualified
workforce in the next decades. Aligning the offer with the demand is also important, though
the organisation of E&T must be sufficiently longsighted to forecast future needs, beyond the
immediate needs of industry at the present moment.
9.

Answer #9 finds difficult the route of integration in some cases and again stresses the
aspect of the alignment between offer and demand.

This answer stresses again a point already discussed above. It pointed out the need to have
plans for E&T in line with present and future needs (see the report for the exact wording in
this answer).
10. Answer #10 suggests a mapping of the different groups operating in the field of nuclear
education and training, recalling a work started years ago in cooperation between ENEN
and other existing groups, trying to understand the galaxy of entities formed in different
fields for nuclear E&T, which could better cooperate once their respective mandates are
clarified.
This systematic approach would certainly be of interest and specific projects could deal with
its deployment in order to better rationalise the effort being spent in the nuclear E&T field.
This is an aspect to be borne in mind for future actions related to networking.
11. Answer #11 detaches from the other answers received so far, seemingly suggesting
unavailability of the XXXXX community to cooperate in advanced networking, reserving to
them only the responsibility to lead E&T initiatives in the field. A subsequent question
asking if the meaning of the sentence was a door closed for future cooperation did not get
any answer.
Though it is easy to convince that cooperating is a win-win strategy, we must also respect
those enclaves of research and education that feel to be enough well organised for their
purposes and do not need any further contribution.

As a whole, the previously reported conclusions from the answers detailed in Report [3] seem
to support the mechanisms of networking envisaged in the frame of ANNETTE. The suggestions
received are therefore presented to the ENEN Presidency and to the Board of Governors for
elaborating future strategies of collaboration.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The ANNETTE project contributed to the capabilities of networking of the ENEN Association since
the diffusion of the notice of proposal submission. The interest raised by the declared aims in
terms of coordination, networking and revival of interest for nuclear courses generated a
positive dynamics around ENEN and its missions in the service to EU that already repaid of the
effort spent in preparing this endeavour and in taking care of the very challenging aspects
involved in it.
The mechanisms of “advanced” networking proposed during the development of Task 1.2 were
clearly drawn from the knowledge of the modus operandi of the Association in the past decades,
which qualified it as a major catalyser of efforts in the field of nuclear E&T. It can be now
observed that the consultation of the Stakeholders of ANNETTE provided additional suggestions
in regard, though they substantially confirmed the routes that the Association is routinely using
to reach out.
Considering the additional suggestions received from Stakeholders and even considering some
denial of willingness to cooperate, the ENEN AISBL seems therefore in a very good position to
continue catalysing E&T efforts in an effective progression towards advanced networking, fully
matching ideas and practices suggested in this document.
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